Rarely satisfied with a mere reinterpretation of "historical facts," reflective historical scholarship interacts with past and contemporary points of view. The recent book by Bengt Hoffman\(^1\) illustrates this point. In his re-examination of Luther and the mystical, Hoffman attempts to revise prevailing interpretations in the light of the "contemporary revolt against reason" and the rediscovery of "human transcendence" in "charismatic renewal." The effort is not without merit. The majority of German Luther scholars for once escape the charge of rolling their eyeballs and engaging in nonsensical God-talk! Indeed, much of Hoffman's energy is directed against the influence of rationalism - scholastic and scientific\(^2\) - on previous historiography. On his part, Hoffman attempts to illustrate that Luther's theological insights were rooted in the mystical experience of the numinous. He concludes that in spite of a different "nomenclature" Luther and his mystical predecessors, John Tauler and the author of the *Theologia Deutsch*, reckoned with a similar substantive connection between the human and the divine. In the experience of mystical union or reunion the believer is reborn, while God saves "that which is part of him in fundamental structure." In this context, Luther's crucial understanding of the sinner's standing before God, *simul iustus et peccator*, becomes explicable as a simultaneous experience of mystical anguish and ecstasy.

No less provocative is Hoffman's reappraisal of what in times past were considered Luther's embarrassingly sharp sensitivities for "para-normal appearances." However, the relationship of apparitions of evil, in the form of black sows or dogs, to mysticism proper is not entirely clear. In Hoffman's account, Luther emerges as a charismatic faith healer, a sensitive psychic blessed with revelations of a "clairaudical and clairvoyant nature" who, through "the psychic force of faith," had become part of a "supernatural power field" with "access to the integrating center of the cosmos - the power center that makes cosmos one, the sun which is Christ."

This reinterpretation of Luther into a charismatic heliocentrist need not distract from the better parts of Hoffman's work. Certainly Hoffman must
be applauded for attempting to shake ingrained preconceptions. If accepted, his findings would not only revise the traditional picture of Luther’s relationship to mysticism but also force a reinterpretation on the broader historiography that has found a fruitful heuristic device in mysticism for differentiating between Luther and the radical wing of the Reformation. Unfortunately, with regard to the latter, Hoffman falls back on traditional categories. The radicals are castigated as Schwärmer appealing to subjective emotions. However, given Hoffman’s own presuppositions, a distinction between true and false subjectivism becomes problematic. Hoffman appears innocent of the fact that the so-called Schwärmer were more consistent applicants of mystical assumptions to problems raised by the Reformation than Luther. Among the radicals was Hoffman’s own namesake, Melchior Hoffman, who made it his task to publish contemporary dreams and visions. But what of Bengt Hoffman’s contribution to the specific debate concerned with Luther’s relation to medieval mysticism?

An evaluation of Hoffman’s attempted revisions presupposes some knowledge of the historiographical background to the issues, issues considerably more complex than a reading of Hoffman’s work suggests. Involved are, apart from the problem of Luther’s relation to the alleged Schwärmer, an assessment of (1) neo-Platonism (Augustinian or pseudo-Dionysian) and its significance for mystical theology; (2) variations within mysticism (transformational versus penitential); (3) the relationship between Tauler and Eckhart; (4) the nature of Luther’s “reformation discovery” and its timing; (5) the relationship of Luther’s evangelical insights to the major intellectual currents of his day (e.g., Augustinianism, nominalism, mysticism, the devotio moderna, humanism); and (6) the relationship of the young Luther to the mature or old Luther.

For obvious reasons an essay of this size cannot attempt to treat the issues thus indicated. Each of the questions outlined presents its own generic cluster of problems on which scholarly unanimity is not likely to be achieved by shifting the focus, as Hoffman appears to have done, to “the more primitive level of preconceptual feeling.” The remaining part of the paper will therefore concentrate on a limited selection of contributions dealing with Luther’s relationship to medieval mysticism. The intention is not to resolve but to highlight some of the remaining controversies.

Of the scholars cited by Hoffman in support of his thesis the work of Erich Vogelsang needs to be examined carefully. Vogelsang belonged to a group of scholars (including Emanuel Hirsch) who felt a deep affinity for the young Luther. According to Vogelsang, Melanchthon and his followers had driven transcendental intuitive feeling from Lutheran theology into secular channels. Fascinated by Luther’s gropings for assurance of salvation before a just God, and interested in a soteriology that emphasized the ex-
istential element in the process of salvation, these scholars were dissatisfied with the mere imputative formulation of justification.

Vogelsang found the leitmotif of Luther’s theology in his “theology of the cross,” and saw its originality in the tropological exegesis of the work of Christ. The cross was for Luther no mere historical event defined by means of doctrinal exegesis demanding mental assent. It was the experience of faith. Only an internalized appropriation of Christ’s humility and conformity with God’s will reconciled the believer with God’s righteousness and justice. Vogelsang found this view of justification fully developed in Luther’s first lectures on the Psalms (1514). Hence there could be no question of any dependency on the mystics read by Luther after that date. At best, Luther discovered in Tauler a spiritual kinsman whose cross mysticism and internalization of purgatory confirmed his own experience. Vogelsang insisted that Luther’s self-abnegation was not of mystical derivation, because for Luther humility was the work of God by grace alone. He believed that Luther’s dialectical view of man destroyed the psychology of the mystics in which a portion of the soul was reserved for God, and in which the connection between the human and divine had not been fully separated. Luther’s tropological Christology approximated the terminology of the mystics. Like the mystics he spoke of the birth of Christ in the believer. However, according to Vogelsang, this was not, as it was for the mystics, an analogy of the trinitarian process – the birth of the uncreated Word. Indeed, everything the mystics ascribed to the “inner Word,” Luther transferred to the “outer Word.” Thus Luther allegedly provided an “essential” critique of all mysticism based on speculations about the unity of the ground of the soul with the essence of God. In spite of this, Luther retained a sense of the experiential presence and immediacy of God. He overcame the dichotomy between the Christ “for us” and the Christ “in us” by means of a faith union between Christ and the believer. Thus only in a very qualified sense does Vogelsang see Luther as indebted to the medieval mystical tradition.

A similar appraisal of Luther’s relationship at least to Tauler has been provided by Bengt Hägglund. Hägglund granted that, in terms of systematic anthropology, Scriptural hermeneutic, and soteriology, significant conceptual differences existed between Luther and the mystics. Not only the language but also the one-sided insistence on the inner experience and on the soul’s receptivity for God separate the mystics from Luther. Yet Hägglund also discovered significant similarities. Against those scholars who had emphasized the synergistic elements in mysticism, Hägglund held that the German mystical tradition, as represented by Tauler, followed a “strict Augustinian line.” Differences between Luther and Tauler, therefore, did not concern the issue of grace. Indeed, Luther found support
in Tauler for his own views on man’s passivity in the process of salvation. However, when stripped to these essentials, Hägglund’s interpretation remains problematic.

Objections may be raised that Tauler was not part of the radical Augustinian tradition grafted onto a nominalist trunk that exerted one of the formative influences on Luther. Luther’s contemporary, Thomas Müntzer, who according to recent scholarship was “catastrophically affected” by Tauler, distinguished his understanding of divine grace very clearly from Luther’s “shitty humility” derived from St. Augustine. Müntzer explicitly rejected Luther’s interpretation of St. Paul. This suggests at least the possibility that mystical influence could lead to a different understanding of the relationship of grace to human volition. When Hägglund qualified his thesis further by insisting that it was, after all, the “alien righteousness of Christ” – a concept outside the mystical system – and the emphasis on the Word as the medium of grace that constituted the key theological insight of Luther, then the significance of mysticism for Luther’s development is once again left ambiguous.

Of the recent studies probing Luther’s relationship to medieval mysticism, Heiko Oberman’s article is perhaps the most penetrating. It illustrates the complexity of the issues. Engaged in Geistesgeschichte rather than mere Lutherforschung, Oberman has been concerned primarily with portraying Luther – who in Luther research tends to become more and more a “biblical Melchisedec, without father, mother or family tree” – within the framework of the late medieval intellectual milieu. Oberman himself is rather cautious in establishing connections or dependencies and is better understood as pointing to illuminating parallels. His statements about Luther’s relationship to Tauler must be viewed in the context of Oberman’s larger endeavour. He has persistently stressed the significance for Luther of the Augustinian tradition in the Augustinian order, represented by men like Gregori of Rimini and Johannes von Staupitz. In this tradition, Gregori, a nominalist, is credited with having brought predestination from the speculative to the soteriological and Christological realms. Staupitz introduced Luther to St. Augustine as the interpreter of St. Paul. Both Staupitz and Luther wrestled with what Oberman considers the central problem of late medieval piety – its bondage to anthropocentric self-analysis. Luther himself, according to Oberman, as late as his Commentary of Romans (1515 / 1516) sought assurance of salvation by self-accusation. In the “theology of humility” of the late medieval period, assured comfort came to the sinner through a recognition of the validity of the accusation against him. Justification was thus understood as the justification of God – a recognition of the justice of God against the sinner. Staupitz and Luther allegedly solved the remaining insecurity of the sinner in “diametrically opposed” directions. Staupitz sought refuge in the righteousness of Christ, active in
the believer. For him, the cross of Christ remained an object of meditation made effective by means of a rapture of the inner being (innerliches Ergriffensein). Luther, on the other hand, found comfort in the righteousness of Christ extra nos, and in the iustitia aliena.\(^{24}\) Not clear from Oberman’s recent work is the timing of the discovery of the iustitia aliena by Luther.

Earlier articles by Oberman suggest that he took his clue from that group of scholars intensely engaged with the young Luther. What was unique was Oberman’s attempt at tracing Luther’s development on a plurality of levels.\(^{25}\) He believed it possible to stake out several successive waves or stages rather than a single major breakthrough.\(^{26}\) As early as 1509/1510 Luther broke with one aspect of nominalism, its synthesis of reason and faith, by shifting the accent to the priority of faith.\(^{27}\) On another level, Luther is said to have worked out his fundamental principle of placing Scripture above tradition no later than 1512. Within Scripture he retained the nominalist emphasis on the promises of God, the testamentum or pactum Dei in which the potentia Dei ordinata and the Gospel came together in God’s oath-bound self-obligation.\(^{28}\) On other theological fronts, the “hard-fought process of dissociation” from nominalism continued. According to Oberman, a conscious parting from nominalism occurred in 1516 in Luther’s understanding of the role of human volition in the act of faith.\(^{29}\) He pinpointed the “decisive transition” in Luther’s development as falling between his Commentaries on Psalm 113:1 and Romans 14:1. Here Luther broke with the nominalist facere quod in se est as applied to grace and free will.\(^{30}\) Since this break occurred during the period (1515/1516) when Luther studied Tauler, it is tempting to conclude that a reading of Tauler influenced Luther. But what of the remaining nominalist motifs in Luther? How could nominalism be reconciled with mysticism?

The compatibility of the covenantal theology of nominalism – recognized by contemporary scholars as the characteristic feature of nominalism – with mysticism has long been disputed. Mysticism was based on the assumption of the possibility of “real” union between the human and the divine. Nominalism even more than the via antiqua shifted the attention from ontology to epistemology. Ontological and metaphysical connections between man and God were replaced by voluntary, verbal and contractual agreements.\(^{31}\)

In his major work, Oberman argued for the compatibility of nominalism and mysticism.\(^{32}\) However, he found it necessary to distinguish between “transformational mysticism” and “penitential” or “affective mysticism.” Transformational mysticism appeared incongruous with the covenantal nature of nominalist theology, but penitential mysticism, described by Oberman as an “essentially different type of mysticism,” proved congruous. Eckhart and Tauler were numbered among those advocating a transformational mysticism. Jean Gerson, on the other hand, became a
representative of a mysticism that could be reconciled with nominalism. Indeed, Oberman found that Gerson’s mysticism was an “ideal partner” to nominalism. Gerson appeared to limit mystical union to volitional conformity with God’s revealed will. Thus the mystical experience did not transcend the potencia Dei ordinata. The type of union advocated in transformational mysticism (Eckhart, Tauler) was reserved by Gerson for an eschatological event granted only to the beatified comprehensores.

According to Oberman, Gabriel Biel further “democratized” the type of mysticism congenial with nominalist thinking. The result was a kind of pneumatic piety not limited to moments of transcendental experience. A lineage could be established from Gerson to Biel to Luther. Commenting on similarities in the piety of Gerson, Staupitz and Luther, Oberman observed that with these theologians “mystical experience is no longer . . . the privilege of a few elect aristocrats of the Spirit . . . .” Oberman also noted unmistakable differences among the three thinkers. For Gerson, mystical union implied the ascent of the viator.33 For Staupitz, the focus shifted to the descent of Christ, while Luther was separated from both by his insistence that union with Christ was mediated through faith in God’s promises.34 The question arises as to what extent Luther’s emphasis on trust in the fidelity of God’s promises is evidence for a continuation of nominalist assumptions in his thought.

As noted earlier, Luther parted company with the neo-Pelagianism characteristic of nominalism. Oberman’s discussion of Luther’s relationship to Tauler intends to illuminate this context of dissociation. Tauler aided Luther in understanding the righteousness of God as donative rather than retributive. Luther came to recognize that the righteousness of Christ and the righteousness of God come together and are granted simultaneously through faith,35 which took on mystical qualities as the medium of appropriation. It was reoriented from the scholastical fides caritate formata to the fides Christo formata. The passive and active righteousness of God merge in the appropriated righteousness of Christ. For Luther this understanding of the righteousness of God thus became the underlying premise of the life of faith. According to Oberman, the mystical concepts of gemitus, excessus mentis and raptus helped to illuminate for Luther the possibility of appropriating the righteousness of Christ “outside us.”36 Gemitus presented a welcome foil to any speculative theology of glory. By subjecting it to the overarching faith, Luther removed the synergistic elements of the scholastical conjunction of synteresis and gemitus present in the traditional theology of humility.37 Raptus pointed beyond self-righteousness and self-effort. Luther’s axiomatic simul iustus et peccator could thus be viewed as a reformulation of the mystical coincident of opposites – simul gemitus et raptus.

None of this, however, turned Luther into a mystical theologian. Ober-
man warned against "exaggerated assertions" about Tauler's significance for Luther. He found it important that Luther in 1516 noted parallel anthropological assumptions between Gerson and Tauler, and that he explicitly changed their terms, *apex mentis* and *synteresis* – understood by them as the highest part of the soul – to *fides*. Oberman traced this significant distinction back to Luther's comments on Gerson two years earlier.\(^{38}\) Moreover, according to Oberman's schemata, Luther continued to develop his own theology well beyond 1516. In that theology, *gemitus* did not represent a purgatorial stage in the ascent to mystical union. It became an expression of the life of faith. Not merely grace or the preparation for grace, but the preservation of grace and the life of faith itself were for Luther the gift of God. *Raptus*, brought together with the *extra nos*, did not imply any ontological or substantive transformation in the believer but a change in affection and trust. Christ's righteousness did not become the sinner's own in the sense of a personal property, but only in the sense of an adopted possession. Moreover, Oberman could find no traces in Luther of any mysticism advocating union with the uncreated Word, or of the mysticism using erotic bridal imagery.

To this must be added Oberman's insistence that Luther's view of the presence of Christ in Word and sacrament was contrary to the influence of late medieval mysticism as reflected in the pneumatology of the left wing of the Reformation. Luther and his movement did not stand in the tradition of "reform through inwardness" (*Verinnerlichungsbewegung*).\(^{39}\) Thus in the larger context of the Reformation, Oberman's claims of Luther's indebtedness to Tauler and to the medieval mystical tradition diminish in significance. Tauler provided little more than part of the conceptual scaffolding during a crucial stage in Luther's private development.

Oberman's qualified claims about a possible influence on Luther provided a foil to his student Steven Ozment.\(^{40}\) Less equivocal than Oberman, Ozment sees the "novelty" of Luther's evangelical insights in "an unprecedented, un-Augustinian merger of nominalism and mysticism."\(^{41}\) This assertion, however, has to be understood against the background of Ozment's deviation from Oberman's interpretation of the compatibility of nominalism with mysticism and of his greater emphasis on Luther's indebtedness to nominalism.

For Ozment, nominalism constituted a theological and philosophical counterpoint to mysticism. He believed that mystical theology specialized in the *supra nos*, momentary direct union with God that transcends ordinary experience. He therefore found it inappropriate to speak of a piety or spirituality adapted to nominalism as mysticism proper.\(^{42}\) He believed that the possibility of real union between man and the divine implied a stress on immediacy, hence on the *potentia Dei absoluta*, in contrast to the stress on the normative secondary means, the *potentia Dei ordinata*, emphasized by
nominalism. Anthropologically, mysticism stressed the common ground between the human and divine through the *synteresis* and union in likeness of knower and known. Thus Ozment found the "most distinctive trait" of late medieval mysticism in the affirmation that God and man share a common nature and are really connected, hence "likeness (similitudo) is the *sine quo non* of saving knowledge . . . ."\(^3^4^3\) In nominalism, however, the conjunction of knower and known was broken. "The ascent to any higher stage . . . was cut off,"\(^3^4^4\) In this tradition the saving encounter between the individual and God did not depend on qualities within the individual (e.g. infused habits of grace) or on any "real connection between God, grace and the soul." Words, covenantal promises, the believer’s trust in God’s fidelity, became the channels of communication as well as the connecting links. For this reason, problems relating to the will of God and man shifted to the center of nominalist theology. In Ozment’s words, nominalism became a "science of the *potentia Dei ordinata*" while mysticism was a "science of the *potentia Dei absoluta*.

By way of contrast with Oberman, Ozment stressed the mystical theology of Gerson but Luther’s indebtedness to nominalism. He argued that Gerson retained a "qualified realist metaphysics which permits real contact between the soul and God."\(^3^4^5\) The nominalist strains allegedly receded during Gerson’s mystical phase. Thus, for Ozment, transformational mysticism and penitential or affective mysticism, seen by Oberman as distinctive types, have more in common with each other than either does with nominalism. Contrary to Oberman, Ozment believed that mystical union for Gerson – although it did not imply an "essentialist union with God" in which the individual lost his personal consciousness – transcended the *potentia Dei ordinata* to which nominalists limited all soteriological experience.

These differences of interpretation between Oberman and Ozment are carried into the respective assessments of Luther’s relationship to mysticism. Oberman followed the consensus of scholars who sought Luther’s break with previous teachings in his reinterpretation of the righteousness of God. Ozment, on the other hand, maintained that the bringing together of the passive and active righteousness of God in Christ by means of a tropological exegesis of the Cross was not the key novelty in Luther’s theological development. Such a position did not advance beyond the solution offered by the mystics. The difference between Luther and his predecessors became evident only when Luther redefined the sinner’s status before God. Mystics resolved the problem of hope and fear, built into the medieval order of salvation, by suspending the status of the sinner before God through mystical union. Luther, Ozment argued, retained the status of the *viator*, resolving the remaining tension between the sinner and the justified by the means of faith alone. Thus the *viator* retained his humanity "which he can in no way – substantially, generically or accidentally – identify either with
God, Christ or the Holy Spirit." On the anthropological level, a thorough nominalist rupture with all gradualist metaphysical relations to God barred the way to union between man and God in any "real" sense. Man gained acceptance not through any transformation of his self but through faith alone. Unlike the traditional *fides caritate formata*, Luther's *sola fide*—which, according to Ozment, constitutes the uncompromising difference between Luther and his predecessors—was a living and liberating faith.

By thus shifting the focus to faith alone as the distinctive element in Luther's soteriology, Ozment appears in agreement with the school of scholars who have placed Luther's theological breakthrough as coming relatively late in 1518. According to these scholars, Luther's break with medieval theological presuppositions occurred only when he linked faith with the Word of God making it the reforming principle. What is novel in Ozment's attempt is that he traces the beginnings of Luther's *sola fide* position and its implication for his view of human nature to an early dating. As noted above, both Hägglund and Oberman had seen in Tauler's mysticism an influence strengthening Luther's Augustinianism and aiding his struggle to free himself from the *facere quod in se est* of nominalism. In contrast, Ozment was struck with Luther's qualification of Tauler's anthropology—the replacement of Gerson's and Tauler's usage of *apex mentis* and *synteresis* with the category of faith. According to Ozment, this constituted an "explicitly critical non-explicit criticism" by Luther of the *via mystica* in general. Although not all the implications were as yet evident to Luther, he had begun the redefinition of the spiritual man into a man of faith. Seen in retrospect, Luther's comments on Tauler illuminate not only Luther's dissociation from nominalism, but also his rejection of mystical presuppositions about human nature.

Ozment's findings and method of argumentation were challenged by Bengt Hoffman. According to Hoffman, Ozment was guilty of dogmatic prejudgment and the use of faulty evidence. The disputed source concerns the first sermon in the critical edition of Tauler. Ozment used the "outflow-inflow" theme found in this sermon to illustrate that Tauler's and Luther's view of human nature were poles apart. Hoffman believed that this particular sermon must be attributed to Meister Eckhart and not to Tauler. He concluded,

Presumably Luther never read Eckhart and presumably he therefore never saw the sermon which Ozment uses as documentation for his tenet that Luther and Tauler on deeper ground did not see eye to eye theologically. An absolutely held prejudget, dogmatic *Vorverstàndnis*, namely that mystical theology is diametrically opposed to Luther's theology, has prevented the student of Tauler from noting that the theme on "outflow and inflow" as part of the divine "origin" is a singular occurrence in the sermon collection and that it is more Eckhartian in tone than Taulerian.
This criticism, if correct, would indeed destroy part of Ozment’s supportive evidence. However, contrary to Hoffman’s opinion, Luther not only read this sermon, but also commented on it. At best, Hoffman could have argued that Luther was here mistaking a sermon by Eckhart for genuine Taulerian material. It appears that Hoffman in this instance consulted neither the critical edition of Luther’s works nor the guide prepared by Ozment in which Luther’s marginal comments on Tauler are cross-listed with the texts in the critical edition of Tauler.

Hoffman’s critique of Ozment’s rigid conceptualizations is of greater merit. Categories such as Catholic, Protestant, medieval, mysticism and nominalism take on the existence of medieval universals in Ozment’s account. To be sure, these concepts help to sharpen issues, but none of these “ideal types” existed historically in pure form. Both mysticism and nominalism, not to mention Augustinianism, assumed diverse intellectual expressions. It is, of course, true that without some general conceptions the process of differentiation between intellectual traditions becomes difficult, if not impossible.

But what of Ozment’s thesis of an “unprecedented, un-Augustinian merger of nominalism and mysticism” in Luther’s thought? Ozment fails to elaborate on the mystical side of the merger. Instead, and unlike Oberman and Hägglund who have emphasized Luther’s indebtedness to the Augustinian tradition, Ozment stressed the lingering influence of nominalism on Luther. Luther sought an understanding of man’s position before God in light of “the promissorial nature of God’s presence and the soteriologically de-substantial character of human life.” He came to a “new understanding of ‘congruence’ between the will of man and the grace of God.” Thus Ozment concluded that Luther’s *homo spiritualis initituir fide* stands in antithesis to Tauler’s concern with the ground of the soul, and to Gerson’s concern with the *synteresis*. Ultimately Luther rejected the mystical anthropology of both Gerson and Tauler. For him, the appropriation of the righteousness of God came simultaneously with the “full recognition of man’s unlikeness and opposition to God.”

The greater emphasis by Ozment on Luther’s indebtedness to nominalism contains an ironic twist to previous contentions on the subject. Neo-Thomists, at least since Heinrich Denifle, traced Luther’s depreciation of the secondary means of grace and his misinterpretation of the mystics to an uncatholic emphasis on the *potentia Dei absoluta* derived from nominalism. However, scholarship has since shown that the *potentia Dei ordinata* was central to all nominalist theology. Indeed, Ozment has felt it necessary to warn against current exaggerated tendencies to render nominalism “fully catholic.” Thus while previous Luther scholarship was often on the defensive against the alleged heretical influences of nominalism, tending to stress Luther’s dissociation from nominalism, Ozment maintains that “Ockham
nonetheless remained Luther's teacher, and if a late medieval intellectual parentage of the Reformation is to be identified, Lutheranism was far more the child of Ockhamism than of German mysticism." In mysticism Luther allegedly found primarily an existential thrust, an ally against mere intellectualism. His interest lay in "features of German mysticism which, while prominent, were not distinctly mystical at all."55

In spite of these vivid assertions Ozment's conclusions remain problematic. His insistence on coupling Luther's view of human nature with the sola fide into a criterion for assessing Luther's relation to mysticism is questionable. It is tempting to argue that Ozment here took features developed later and projected them into an earlier period of Luther's intellectual struggle. Ozment apparently recognized some of the difficulties when he recently admitted that prior to 1518 Luther had not yet overcome "interior good works," and that prior to 1518 faith was still closely dependent on an interior act of humility. According to this partial retraction, exposure to Tauler aided Luther in his struggle with external-works righteousness. He overcame the more subtle internalized Pelagianism of medieval mysticism only in his post-1518 theology. In that theology, Luther coupled faith to the preached Word.56

What then can be concluded from this discussion? We have made no attempt to exhaust or resolve the problem of Luther's relationship to the medieval mystics. The aim has been to provide a sketch for the background of the historical debate. Before Luther and Tauler can be compared they must be understood in their respective historical context. The recent work by Bengt Hoffman fails on this score. He did well, however, in reminding us that Luther's fondness for Tauler is a historical fact.57 Nevertheless, the historian cannot ignore that more than a century divided the two. They stood in different traditions. Luther's explicit criticism and rejection of pseudo-Dionysius finds no parallel in Tauler.58 On the contrary, pseudo-Dionysius remained for Tauler an unquestionable authority of antiquity—the disciple and legitimate interpreter of St. Paul.59 There is little evidence to indicate that, apart from a preference for the ancients, Tauler consciously or critically distinguished between the authorities of tradition, a point that cannot be made for Luther.

To be sure, Luther's intellectual development was stimulated, if not conditioned, by late medieval nominalism. Yet an essential element in Luther's development was his dissociation from the neo-Pelagian tendencies found in that tradition. Luther stood in the Augustinian tradition of his order, a tradition with well-developed historically critical attitudes. But Luther deviated from Augustine in his view on the crucial relationship between the Letter and Spirit, the Word and faith. No consensus exists regarding Luther's indebtedness to the medieval mystical tradition. Oberman's approach proves most congenial. It makes allowance for Luther's develop-
ment to be examined on a variety of levels. Oberman has shown that the reading of Tauler affected Luther during a crucial turning point in his spiritual and intellectual evolution. Yet we may safely assume that Tauler had no inkling of Luther's future "evangelical insights" which functioned as a dissolver of the higher ascetic calling that Tauler had sought to strengthen. The originality with which Luther reinterpreted the medieval theological inheritance cannot be denied. Neither ecumenical good-will nor denominational prejudice should be permitted to blur these historical realities.
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